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*Contact info at end of powerpoint. 

Note: Many slides in this presentation were taken from internet sites including the CMP site. I thank all those who posted these images on internet  sites to help illustrate the workings of the M1 Garand.



2. YOUTUBE:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g80jx1G_qUM

Two Places to Get a Video on Proper Maintenance 
of Ceremonial M1

1. Garand 
Collectors 
Association

Click on this and a 
menu with 
VIDEOS will pop 
up

Click on VIDEOS





My video on 
proper 
maintenance



Most common Rifle Failures

Rifle fires the first shot but
• Fired round does not eject. Action closes on the fired 

round and does not feed the next loaded round
• Ejects fired round but does not load the next round
• Ejects fired round but the next round jams or 

“stovepipes”



Eight common reasons for these 
common failures…

This list is not exhaustive. Other things can 
go wrong but are far less common!



The first two problems that cause these 
symptoms are simple but often 

overlooked! 

1. Losing Powder! 2. Bad Clip! Bent, worn out



Fired

4th round

Unfired not 
4th round

Cannot trust the crimp! On some 
rounds the crimp hardly opens

Only use unfired blanks!
Reading the ammunition



Believe it or not 
these have all 
been fired!



Six Other Common Problems That Cause Failure to 
Feed/Extract in Ceremonial M1’s (in order of what to 

look for) 

3.  Wrong Size Hole in the Blank Firing Adaptor (BFA)

4.   A Bad Operating Rod (Op Rod) Spring

5.   Improper Reassembly of the Gas System (Gas Cylinder, BFA and 
Gas Cylinder Screw)

6.   Out of Spec Op Rod Piston (Op Rod Tip)

7. Out of Spec Gas Cylinder

8. Improper lubrication



Old Blank         New Blank

Problem #3:  The Hole in the BFA 
Check to see that you have the correct hole in the 
Blank Firing Adaptor for the  Blanks you are using!

5/32   (~.15)    11/64 (.172) 

Old Blank         New Blank



.172 hole with the new blanks
 I use 11/64 bit  or a 
#17 drill bit.
Drill it out while it is on 
the rifle or remove it and drill it out in 
vice.

The hole for the old red blanks was about 9/64 or 5/32 

If You are using the  new blanks, the hole in the BFA 
needs to be .172



At this point I assume you 
have disassembled the rifle.  
There are many good on-line 
videos on Disassembly and 

Assembly

My video on the 
Garand Collectors 
Association website 
or Youtube goes 
through disassembly 
& assembly.

http://www.memorableplaces.com/


Problem #4:The Op Rod Spring

The spring should be  19” – 20.25” long and not kinked nor 
heavily worn (indicated by a lot of “silver” areas on the 
spring)



The follower rod goes into the narrower end of the op  
    rod spring

You usually have to “twist” the spring on/off  the follower 
rod.

Sometimes there is a burr on the
follower rod here .  Filing the burr 
makes it easy to remove/add springs



Proper Gas Cylinder Alignment:                         
VERY IMPORTANT!!!!

Problem #5: Incorrect Reassembly



These two holes have to line up!

Small round hole in the 
barrel .079  ±  .0015

Rectangular cutout in the 
gas cylinder

An M1 works by sending gas through a hole I the barrel through a 
hole in in gas cylinder which drives the op rod rearward.  Have to 
have the gas holes lined up!



Hole in Gas Cylinder and Hole in Barrel

Proper 
alignment

This round hole in the 
barrel must be 
centered in … 

the rectangular
gas port in cylinder



But it is hard to see those holes!

How do I know things are aligned 
properly?

Use the bevel on the barrel pad!



The front of the Gas cylinder goes 
just to the top edge of the bevel!

WW2 pad not 
chromed

Post WW2 
Chromed Pad

Beveled



Positioning 
the Gas 
Cylinder

YES NO

The back edge of the bevel

Flush to 
bevel 
edge

Talking about right here NOT FLUSH



If the gas cylinder and port in the barrel are properly aligned, the 
front hand guard will (in most cases) be “loose”.

If the front hand guard is tight, there is a good chance that the 
cylinder is on too tight and the alignment of the hole in the barrel 
and the gas port on the Cylinder is incorrect.



2. Do not screw it on until 
it stops! If you do that, 
you will move the cylinder 
to the rear and the hole 
alignment may be off. 

1. Line up the gas cylinder 
properly and then screw 
the BFA on until it touches 
the gas cylinder.  No 
further.

3. Then, make sure the rim of the gas cylinder screw 
overlaps the rim on the BFA to help secure it in place



What if the hole in the BFA is correct, you have a good 
spring, the rifle is properly lubricated and the gas 

cylinder is installed correctly, and the rifle still fails to 
feed/extract  properly? Then you probably have… 

●Problem #7 - a bad gas cylinder

●Problem #6  - a bad op rod tip



The Op Rod and tab

.525 inches minimum

.526 max*

Micrometer
Or 
GI gauge

*CMP is experimenting with some larger pistons!!!



Gas Cylinder Specs: really requires a 
special gauge to do this right.

.528 ± .002



A Garand is not particular! Any decent synthetic grease will work.

Problem #8: Proper Lubrication 
and Cleaning

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/images/B003VXPY2M/ref=dp_image_0?ie=UTF8&n=15684181&s=automotive
http://www.brownells.com/userdocs/products/l_311130014_1.jpg


Lubrication Points Using Any Decent  Grease

Also the channel in the receiver 
and maybe lip of the receiver

Don’t 
over do 
it!



Very occasionally, other issues like
        a) a leaky gas cylinder screw

          b) a bent/broken follower rod   
          c) a bad bullet guide 
          d) a bad follower arm or pin, or
          e) something else Bubba did to the rifle!



Other important things to 
consider…primarily for safe function



Headspace

• Don’t switch bolts without someone qualified 
checking headspace!

• At minimum might cause light primer strike, 
at worst …?



Caused by

• Loose or “buggered” gas cylinder screw

• Bad threads on barrel 

• Bad threads on BFA

Don’t let the rifle become a grenade 
launcher! The gas cylinder and BFA can 
fly off 30-40 yards or more!

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://kittenthunder.files.wordpress.com/2011/08/img_1058.jpg&imgrefurl=https://kittenthunder.wordpress.com/2011/08/12/thunder-friday/&docid=I16dVCVtSuXQgM&tbnid=eN-pU8b2yo7c9M:&vet=10ahUKEwih_8fX_azYAhUY2GMKHZrhAJcQMwj4AShdMF0..i&w=2816&h=2112&client=firefox-b-1&bih=933&biw=1900&q=picture%20of%20broken%20car%20window&ved=0ahUKEwih_8fX_azYAhUY2GMKHZrhAJcQMwj4AShdMF0&iact=mrc&uact=8


Gas Cylinder Screw is Very Important!    
   Keep it TIGHT!

Two Types of Gas Cylinder Screws (both  work fine)

New Style “Poppet” (Post 1944) Has a plunger to 
accommodate a grenade launcher

Old Style “Single slot” 
before 1944



Need this engagement!

This is the gas screw 
lip/BFA engagement 
that you want!



Note these “ground 
screws” (common on 
Wisconsin ceremonial 
rifles) will not give 
proper engagement!

Rust a sign of 
improper 
maintenance!Note these screws missing the plunger! Rifle will 

never work as semi-auto ! 

Big Problem:  Gas Screw Issues to be avoided!



No engagement to 
secure the BFA



Make sure threads are in Good shape! 
Put some oil on them to control rust.

.5554  ± .004 outer diameter of thread 

The barrel has 9/16-32NS-2A threads, Major dia. .5554" min., Minor dia. .5242" max

Just eyeball them, don’t get all caught up on measuring unless 
you are a machinist



Damaged Threads: Have to replace 
the whole barrel

Threads gone or flat!
Can’t chase or recut these.



Prematurely ejected clip: probably need a 
new clip, clip latch or clip latch spring , 
or…the op rod is banging on an old weld 
under the barrel



Loading the M1 Rifle
       Please don’t do this

                 …leads to trouble!



Do this instead…



Some posts make their own 
dummies out of resized 30-06 
brass with no powder, no 
primer. OK if well-
maintainedand everyone is 
paying attention  but can be 
really dangerous!





ONLY USE  BLANKS YOU GET FROM THE GOVERNMENT

Very  nice Guide 
but it makes one 
big mistake…

…says use one of these 

but only use 6 crimp    
blanks because they are 
ceremonial blanks while 
5 crimp are grenade 
launching blanks and 
can blow up you rifle!

Unfortunately not 
always true!



Contrary to published reports, many foriegn grenade               
blanks have 6 crimps… VERY DANGEROUS!!!!!! 

TRUE: Grenade blanks can cause serious injury.
FALSE: All 6 crimp blanks are safe blanks!

What you read on the internet The truth…a foreign grenade blank



1 2

3

4
5

6



Special Note on the Size of the Gas Port 
in the Barrel

For some reason somebody along the way drilled the gas port hole out
To about .25 inches on some rifles which is way too big! Why they did this I do not know but 
I have found it now at several different posts. I have had success making these rifles work 
well by drilling out the BFA to a little over .185 inches (#13 drill). 

Best to replace the barrel.



The Op Rod is supposed to be bent!  
  Do not attempt to straighten it.



Welded Rifles: Get New Rifles

Might be welded here or here



Weld

Or here…



Welds

Or 
here



Or  “do it yourself” weld…unsafe, unreliable 
and/or hard, if not impossible, to service!

Get new rifles!



Storage & Maintenance”
Take Care of Them

+

=



“Triennial Certification of Ceremonial Rifles” and the “Deed of Gift” require you to 
maintain your weapons and “Certificate of Arms Storage” to have safe, secure storage! 

You promise that “These weapons are properly safeguarded, are 
properly maintained, and are used solely for their intended 
purpose of performing funeral details and other ceremonies.”

Your Legal Responsibilities with Government Property

Very bad idea to let individuals keep rifles at home!



Parts (only 55 on 
an M1!)

I have most of these 
from CMP or you can try 
to get them from CMP 
yourself

They are not going to send you 
receivers or stocks or a few other parts.
But might send you some parts.  



What You 
Typically 
Have to 
Pay For



Handy Tools to Have
1. Tool to remove gas cylinder lock screw
and clean chamber

2. Allen Wrench (3/16) for front sight screw

4. Lubrication Grease

Tools at Ebay or Fulton Armory 

3. To remove blank firing   
adapter 7/16 wrench

http://spinstage.http.internapcdn.net/Spinstage/userdocs/products/l_311130014_1.jpg


Specialized Tools 

Gas Cylinder 
Gauge

Bolt 
Takedown 
Tool

Op rod 
tip gauge

Others

To remove cylinder 
if tight

To drill out 
BFA

To remove 
Old rusted 
BFA’s & 
cylinders

Tap & die
for gas 
cylinder & 
barrel 
threads

To measure op rod 
piston

http://spinstage.http.internapcdn.net/Spinstage/userdocs/products/l_093000010_1.jpg


TACOM WEBSITE FOR NEW RIFLES
https://www.tacom.army.mil/ilsc/donations/rifles



Jim Johannes
James.Johannes@wisc.edu
(608) 234-2890

mailto:James.Johannes@wisc.edu
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